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Patience and Discretion are Key for 
Banking Compensation Committees 
 

 

In the midst of summer committee meetings, social unrest, and 
surging COVID-19 cases, Pearl Meyer conducted virtual peer 
exchanges with bank compensation committee chairs to discuss 
how their committees are thinking about compensation changes for 
2020 and planning for 2021. The following themes may provide 
some context and guidance as banking institutions consider next 
steps and head into fall board meetings. 

Theme 1: The effects of COVID-19 are hard to estimate and 
compensation actions should support results controllable by 
management. 

Overwhelmingly, compensation committee chairs believed that predicting their bank’s 
financial future was premature. Many institutions have provided customers loan deferments, 
so an accurate assessment of loan losses is difficult, if not impossible to estimate.  

While the losses during the financial crisis were a perfect storm of an economic downturn 
coupled with lax underwriting, chairs agreed that the COVID-19 crisis is different with many 
factors outside of management’s control. As such, a number of institutions expressed 
support for their management teams who have managed successfully through these 
business challenges. Adherence to 2020 financial results needs to be placed into the 
context of the current environment as well as shareholder expectations. 

Theme 2: Compensation committees are more likely to use discretion in determining 
2020 pay decisions.  

Given the level of uncertainty, chairs overwhelmingly indicated greater comfort with the 
compensation committee’s use of discretion rather than recasting incentive plan metrics for 
2020. In using discretion, Pearl Meyer discussed the following suggestions: 

 Pay decisions should consider the impact of the pandemic to the bank’s 
stakeholders including shareholders, employees, and customers. Actions should 
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balance downturns in stock price, reduced earnings, hiring freezes, etc. with 
management’s diligent efforts to ensure the best outcomes in a bad environment. 

 Create a list of exclusions or framework for how discretion should be used. 
Communicate expectations to management and provide more clarity regarding what 
the committee will and will not consider. 

 Understand what is and what is not within the parameters of the documented 
incentive plan. For example, many plans provide the ability to exclude nonrecurring 
items from financial metrics and provide flexibility for the committee to use 
discretion. Additionally, some plans allow payments to be made is cash, stock, or a 
combination. 

 Discretion may also be used outside of the existing plan. For example, supplemental 
cash bonuses tied to specific actions or one-time performance awards that may vest 
on future performance could take pressure off the existing plan while encouraging 
performance on metrics that management can control. 

 For public companies, disclose that the compensation committee may use 
significant discretion in determining incentive payout results. Ensure that the 
rationale used for discretionary actions is well documented in the annual proxy’s 
executive compensation disclosures. More significant pay actions might warrant 
outreach to shareholders and proxy advisors. 

Theme 3: Compensation committees should acknowledge what situations could 
trigger reductions in pay.  
 
So far, the impact of the pandemic on financial institutions has been mixed. Many have 
decreased revenue due to a reduction in mainstream lending and interest rate cuts but 
some also have experienced a rise in non-interest income from PPP lending and mortgage 
originations.  

Very few financial institutions have reduced director or executive pay. The big question 
heading into 2021 is how loan portfolios will perform and loan deferrals periods end. As 
credit losses begin and there is increased pressure on loan margins, compensation 
committee members are questioning if and when executive and director pay cuts should be 
executed. 
 
In deciding whether a pay reduction is appropriate, Pearl Meyer indicated that cuts are 
more prevalent when one of three factors are present: 

1. Employee layoffs, furloughs and/or pay cuts;  

2. Shareholders have been negatively impacted more than others in the sector 
(e.g., greater decline in stock price, dividend cut, etc.); and/or  
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3. A sharp decline in credit quality.  

In sum, chairs perceive a “wait and see” approach as prudent and have overall been 
pleased with their management teams’ response to COVID-19. Compensation actions for 
2020 will focus on placing the existing incentive plan metrics in the context of the 
challenges and opportunities that the pandemic has presented. As banks head into 2021, 
metrics that address an uncertain environment, credit quality, and non-financial goals 
controllable by management will receive high consideration. 
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Pearl Meyer is the leading advisor to boards and senior management on the alignment of 
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and private companies to the Fortune 500 and FTSE 350. The firm has offices in Atlanta, 
Baltimore, Boston, Charlotte, Chicago, Houston, London, Los Angeles, New York, Raleigh, 
and San Jose. 
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